ENGLISH STORYTELLING

Accreditata dal M.I.U.R.

SYNOPSIS a.s. 2016 -17

ENGLISH TEACHING WORKSHOPS PER LA SCUOLA PRIMARIA
1. Workshops interattivi che coinvolgono gli alunni linguisticamente ed emotivamente.
2. Ogni favola viene narrata in inglese seguendo un testo graduato.
3. The children interact with the tutor and sing along with action songs.
These Workshops aim to 





create energy and motivation.
build self confidence.
actively engage students and enable them to learn through different mediums.
teach correct pronunciation and intonation.
make children sing in English.

Durata: 60 oppure 90 minuti

FAIRYTALE

LEVEL

PLOT

STRUCTURES

FUNCTIONS

KEY WORDS

PINOCCHIO

I primaria

Nosy Pinocchio
disobeys his father
and is soon in trouble.

Present simple to be
To have
Singular and plural
Adjectives
Imperative
This / these
‘can’ affirmative and interrogative
H sound
My, your

Counting 1-8
Body Parts
Colours

Hop, skip, jump, turn around
cat, fox, clown, daddy
coin(s)
stand up, sit down
school, study,
stretch, clap, touch
good, bad
sad, happy
play
puppet, boy
take, give
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FAIRYTALE
PETER
PAN

THE WIZARD
OF OZ

LEVEL

PLOT

II primaria Peter Pan makes a

new friend and takes
her to Neverland: a
magical place where
children never grow
up! There they find
Tinkerbell, Indians
and the pirate
Captain Hook.

III
primaria

Dorothy tries to find
her way home and
meets new friends :
the Scarecrow,
Tinman and Lion.
The Wizard helps her
and her friends get
their wishes.

STRUCTURES

FUNCTIONS

KEY WORDS

Singular and plural
Adjectives
This – these
My – your
Prepositions in, for, to, some
Present simple
Present simple to be, to have
Imperatives
Want to, can, can’t
H and TH sounds

Body parts
Colours
Numbers
Giving orders
Asking names
Expressing abilities

Neverland, children,
Indians, Pirate, Fairy(ies),
friend(s), dog, crocodile,
island, village, home,
live, fly, hate, like,
old, young, tired
hand, clock
never, shadow
fight, take,
scared

Present simple to be
To have, want, must
Singular and plural
Adjectives
Imperatives
This, these, my, your
There is, there are
‘can’ affirmative and negative
H sound
Saxon genitive
Going to, future with will

Body parts
Colours
Introducing yourself
People
Asking questions
Asking information
Expressing feelings
Desires
Giving orders

Meet, lost, find
home
red shoes
follow, go down
brain, heart
brave, strong
straw, oil
scared
Wizard, magic potions
because
wonderful
cry
skip, hop, jump, clap
happy, sad
move, walk
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FAIRYTALE

LEVEL

PLOT

STRUCTURES

FUNCTIONS

KEY WORDS

ROBIN
HOOD

IV
primaria

The Sheriff of
Nottingham has
captured Lady Marian.
Robin Hood and his
friends Friar Tuck and
Little John must
rescue her. Along the
way they take from
the rich and give to
the poor.

Plural of nouns, adjectives
Present simple to have, to be
Present continuous
Imperatives,
Interrogatives with do, does,
Negatives with don’t, can, can’t,
must, want to
This, that
Saxon genitive
Prepositions of place
Personal pronouns
Possessive adjectives and pronouns

Introducing yourself
people
asking for information
giving orders
describing nature of people
Expressing feelings

Sherwood forest, England,
sky, trees, sun,
give, take
rich, poor, money
fast, strong, good
through
run, skip, walk, hop, crawl
climb, jump, fly
intelligent
Sheriff of Nottingham
sword, arrow
hungry, thirsty,
shoot, bow, tired
prisoner
fight, lose
scared, screaming
nice, glad

EXCALIBUR

V
primaria

Because of Merlin
the Wizard,
the Excalibur sword
is stuck in a rock.
The person who
can pull it out is
the true King and
with Excalibur’s magic,
must defend England
against invaders.

Present Simple of to be and to
have
Present Simple
Present Continuous
Possessive adjectives
Imperative
In, at, prepositions of time
Questions with do
Can and can’t
Comparatives
Saxon genitive
Use of Do and Did
Must, want to
Questions
Stop + ing

Counting
Asking for information
Giving instructions & orders
Asking questions
Making comparisons
Expressing times of the day
Showing abilities
Expressing likes & dislikes
Singing

Powerful, beautiful
Wizard, magic, spells
morning, afternoon,
evening, night
make, drink, relax, sleep
sword, stuck, rock
castle, Camelot, true King
faster, stronger,
more intelligent
screaming, struggling, pulling,
girlfriend, boyfriend
put, build, protect, broken
North, South, East, West
mad, crazy, young, brave
Knight of the Round Table

